New Titles at MSFRIC

- Afghanistan: How the West Lost its Way
  Call Number: 958.1047 B618a

- America’s Access to Space: Assuring Future Affordability
  Call Number: M-U 42525 E331a

- Cyberethics: Morality and Law in Cyberspace
  Call Number: 303.4834 S757c

- The Brilliant Disaster: JFK, Castro, and America’s Doomed Invasion of Cuba’s Bay of Pigs
  Call Number: 972.91064 R224b

- Cyber Infrastructure Protection
  Call Number: 005.80973 C994

- Diasporas in the New Media Age: Identity, Politics, and Community
  Call Number: 304.8 D5411

- Forgetting Children Born of War: Setting the Human Rights Agenda in Bosnia and Beyond
  Call Number: 362.87 C296f

- Fragging: Why US Soldiers Assaulted their Officers in Vietnam
  Call Number: 959.70438 L599f

- God’s Century: Resurgent Religion and Global Politics
  Call Number: 304.8 D5411

- History of Andersonville Prison, Rev. Ed.
  Call Number: 973.77 F996h 2011

- Prophets of War: Lockheed Martin and the Making of the Military-Industrial Complex
  Call Number: 338.762910973 H336p

- Religious Expression or Religious Coercion: Commanders Caught in the Cross-Fire
  Call Number: M-U 43117 B8853r

- The Treat on the Horizon: An Inside Account of America’s Search for Security after the Cold War
  Call Number: 355.033073 J67t

- UFOs: Myths, Conspiracies, and Realities
  Call Number: 001.9420973 A376u

- War Shots: Norm Hatch and the US Marine Corps Combat Cameramen of World War II
  Call Number: 940.545973092 J76w

- Zero-Sum Future: American Power in an Age of Anxiety
  Call Number: 237.73009045 R119z

Internet ‘Only’ Material @ MSFRIC

- Afghanistan [electronic resource]: US Efforts to Vet Non-US Vendors Need Improvement
- Afghanistan in 2010 [electronic resource]: A Survey of the Afghan People
- “Dirty Bombs” [electronic resource]: Technical Background, Attack Prevention and Response
- Operation Anaconda Case Study [electronic resource]

One does not discover new lands without consenting to lose sight of the shore for a very long time

~~ André Gide

Columbus Day Hours
Oct 10 0800-1700

Please pardon our progress!